How accurate do we need to be? Achieving
the correct densities in process colors is the most
costly part of press setup because of the need
to achieve correct color density and is therefore
a good starting point. In various studies it has
been shown that process’ aniloxes engraved to
within 0.4 cm3/m2 or better of each other will
typically achieve a color accuracy of 3 Δ E. So
if the inventory is within 0.4 cm3/m2, the printer
will achieve the desired color target faster and
minimize waste. Therefore, a suitable target for
the measurement instrument would be to have
a repeatable accuracy of ±0.1 cm³/m² for the
range of process aniloxes and ±0.2 cm³/m² for
coarser screen counts.

accuracy of a sphere calibrated AniCAM
against the WCPC very high end interferometer
measurement system on a 12 banded anilox,
engraved from 1.500 lpi down to 100 lpi. Both
devices used different mathematical models to
calculate the volumes on the 12 different anilox
engravings used for the test.

Accurate to what? With electronic scanning
devices it has been possible to prove volumetric
accuracy, which has simply not been possible
with the historic analog (ink drawdown) systems.
How Do We Prove Accuracy?
The ability to prove accuracy has been an
evolutionary process and, this year, became a
practical solution.

The correlation of measurement between the
two systems was exceptionally close and, as Dr.
Davide Deganello stated, “ As there is a
recognized inevitable variability of volume due
to surface roughness, minor variations in
measurement were expected. However, there is
a very high degree of consistency between the
two systems. The accuracy of the measurements
systems is certainly well within the measurement
requirement of the industry.”
As I noted at the time, “ For printers, a standard
of volumetric measurement has now been
scientifically proven with a practical instrument
that can be used on the shop floor. Printers and
anilox manufacturers alike can now have the
confidence that measurements are realistic and
based on credible data, from which the industry
can work from as a proven point of reference.”

If the diameter of a (ball bearing) ground
sphere is known in the X.Y and Z dimensions, its
volume, surface area and any other
Going Forward
parameters can be calculated through simple
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INDONESIAN PRINTING INDUSTRY

There are currently 28,910 printing
enterprises in Indonesia, employing
nearly 322,000 people, and with an
annual output of 177 billion sqm. The
export value of its printing industry is
USD 216 million and imports are valued

Flexography accounts for 7% of Indonesia’s total output value and, while this is
low in comparison to the figures for
traditional printing techniques, digital
printing is experiencing a period of high
growth so this figure should catch up
over time.

